Some directly transmitted human pathogens such as influenza and measles generate sustained 11 exponential growth in incidence, and have a high peak incidence consistent with the rapid de-12 pletion of susceptible individuals. Many do not. While a prolonged exponential phase typically 13 arises in traditional disease-dynamic models, current quantitative descriptions of non-standard 14 epidemic profiles are either abstract, phenomenological or rely on highly skewed offspring dis-15 tributions in network models. Here, we create large socio-spatial networks to represent contact 16 behaviour using human population density data, a previously developed fitting algorithm, and 17 gravity-like mobility kernels. We define a basic reproductive number R 0 for this system anal-18 ogous to that used for compartmental models. Controlling for R 0 , we then explore networks 19 with a household-workplace structure in which between-household contacts can be formed with 20 varying degrees of spatial correlation, determined by a single parameter from the gravity-like 21 kernel. By varying this single parameter and simulating epidemic spread, we are able to iden-22 tify how more frequent local movement can lead to strong spatial correlation and thus induce 23 sub-exponential outbreak dynamics with lower, later epidemic peaks. Also, the ratio of peak 24 height to final size was much smaller when movement was highly spatially correlated. We in-25 vestigate the topological properties of our networks via a generalized clustering coefficient that 26 extends beyond immediate neighbourhoods, identifying very strong correlations between 4th 27 order clustering and non-standard epidemic dynamics. Our results motivate the joint observa-28 tion of incidence and socio-spatial human behaviour during epidemics that exhibit non-standard 29 incidence patterns.
movement was assumed. The difference in final size driven by α was no longer present when 140 we controlled for extinction (SI Appendix, Fig S2) . 141 The choice of movement scenario had a substantial impact on peak incidence, even when R * 142 was high and there was little difference in the final sizes ( Fig 1B, Fig 2 rows 1 and 2). For 143 example, for parameters with first generation ratios in the range [1.8, 2.2], average peak daily 144 incidence as a fraction of the total population was 6.5 × 10 −3 for random spatial movement, 145 5.4 × 10 −3 for movement assumptions typical of developed populations and 3.0 × 10 −3 when 146 highly local movement was assumed. The relationship between peak height and first generation 147 ratio appeared to be strongly linear, with correlation coefficients 0.9778, 0.9826 and 0.9806 for 148 α = 0, 3 and 6 respectively.
149
The relationship between peak incidence and final size for the three movement scenarios illus-150 trates further how the topology of an embedded network could directly affect gross features of 151 an epidemic. Peak incidence is observed prior to final size during an epidemic. For the same 152 peak height, local movement gave substantially larger final sizes. For peak daily incidences 153 in the range [3 × 10 −3 , 6.5 × 10 −3 ] the final size of the outbreak was 68% when random spa-154 tial movement was assumed, 74% when movement was assumed to be typical of developed 155 populations and 84% when highly-local movement was assumed.
156
For all movement scenarios, the basic reproductive number R 0 was smaller than the first gener-used to create the networks. These patterns were not specific to the range of values for R 0 (SI driving the observed characteristics of epidemics such as peak timing and attack rate via in-178 creased fourth order clustering. We use the term first order clustering for the quantity typically 179 described as the local clustering coefficient [40]: the link density of the immediate neighbour-180 hood of a given node. By extension, we defined order-m clustering coefficient to be the expected 181 proportion of neighbours within m steps on the network who were also neighbours of each other 182 within m steps (Fig 3) . We found no relationship between our assumed pattern of movement (α) 183 and first or second order clustering coefficients. There was a weak relationship between α and 184 third order clustering and then a very strong relationship between α and forth order clustering.
185
Patterns between epidemic properties and fourth order clustering for individuals were similar 186 to those between epidemic properties and second order clustering of households, as would be 187 expected, given the bipartite algorithm used to create individual-level networks.
188
Final size increased with spatial correlation, despite peak size displaying the opposite trend for 189 controlled R * or R 0 . There was a strong linear relationship between order-m clustering and 190 peak size/final size, that could be explained by α, the strength of spatial embedding, when we 191 control for R 0 ( Fig 4B) . The gradient of the relationship decreased with order of clustering.
192
Second order household clustering showed the same relationship with peak size as did fourth 193 order individual clustering ( Fig 4C) . These strong linear relationships only existed when we 194 effectively control for R 0 , rather than R * , and became less noisy when we reduced the interval 195 used to define R 0 .
196
We conducted a number of sensitivity analyses for these network simulation results. Analytic 197 approximations for degree distribution P (K = k) and expected first order clustering CC 1 198 in our networks are given in Protocol S1, and are independent of α. We confirmed these re-199 lationships in SI Appendix Figure S6 by computing these quantities on a set of networks that 200 differ in α. SI Appendix Figure S7 shows the relationship between α and clustering order 1 201 to 4 on networks generated using a uniform population density. SI Appendix Figure S8 Finally, we map our network model onto a deterministic metapopulation framework so as to 208 relate our simulations of incidence to prior analytic approximations of travelling spatial waves 209 (Protocol S1 for analytic construction). Figure 5 shows the results of simulating on a grid of 210 evenly spaced households of size h = 4, where a single continuous variable describes preva-211 lence in each household, and spatial coupling between households used in the force of infection 212 is exactly the kernel used in the construction of our spatially embedded networks. We simulate 213 with randomly spaced seeds (as above), and with a central seed (the center most 4 households), 214 tracking global incidence and local time of peak incidence. The former case yields global in-215 cidence curves similar to those generated in our network model (which was seeded similarly).
216
The latter case allows us to identify 4 distinct stages in the propagation of spatial waves that 217 contribute to observed sub-exponential outbreak dynamics in more complex, network-based For each simulation output, we calculate the mean reproductive ratio for each generation. For 288 generations 1 to 9 and for each possible consecutive string of 3, 4 or 5 values, we perform a 289 linear regression fit. We define R 0 as mean reproductive ratio over the set of values for which 290 the gradient of this fit is closest to 0 (and all values the remain larger than 1). This allows us to 291 assign a value R 0 to every simulation output.
292
Higher order clustering 293 We compute our higher-order clustering coefficients on a subset of 1000 nodes in each network, 294 chosen at random. The algorithm involves storing the network structure as lists of neighbours 295 for each node, and performing an effective contact-tracing procedure. Though it is possible to 296 compute these metrics for all nodes via successive multiplication of adjacency matrices, this 297 procedure becomes computationally expensive in higher orders at networks become large. Figures S3 to S5 show results for a wider range of R 0 values for α = 0, 3, 6. 2). Plot shows mean values over 3 different networks for each parameter set; (B) Using peak size as a crude metric for sub-exponential growth (given a fixed range for R 0 ), we see linear trends emerging with higher orders of clustering. Plot shows one point per network, with 3 networks generated for each parameter set, and the mean peak size over 10 independently simulated epidemics, All points are numbered with the corresponding value of α; (C) Similarly for the household-only networks. Solid lines show linear fits to data, and dotted lines show 95% confidence intervals. Values of linear correlation coefficient and gradient of fits are given in SI Appendix, Table S2 . Figure 5 : Mean-field approximation with R 0 = 2.2, k = 10, h = 4, using a 100 × 100 grid of uniformly spaced households: (A) seeding in 10 randomly selected households (the same households are used in each simulation), and (B) seeding in the centre only. Incidence is given as a proportion of the total population for α ranging from 2 to 6. Supplementary Figure S10 shows time of peak incidence in the case α = 6 seeded as above.
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